Social Story #2: Rules for Visiting

I am going to Impression 5 Science Center today!

The Science Center is a place where I can explore and play. It is fun and exciting.
The adults who are taking me to the Science Center remind me there will be other families playing.

Because the Science Center is a big fun place where lots of families can play, there are safety rules.
Rule 1: I need to use my walking feet.

This can be hard because it is a fun and exciting place to play and has spaces where I want to run.

But this is a safety rule so I do not run into someone or fall down.
Rule 2: I need to stay with my adult.

My adults help keep me safe, and they need to know where I am.

I can look and explore lots of places. I need to be able to see my adult, and my adult needs to be able to see me at all times. As long as my adult sees me, I can explore.
Rule 3: I need to play fair and show respect to other guests.

Part of showing respect is sharing and taking turns with other guests at the Science Center.

I will have fun playing; there is a lot to explore here.
If I need help, I can ask my adult or I can ask a staff member who works at Impression 5 Science Center.

They will be wearing a name tag around their neck so I can find them.
After we are done playing, we will go home.

Visiting Impression 5 Science Center was fun!

I hope I come again!